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Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group acting on 0 = (Q,..., ill. 
Let V be the corresponding permutation module over a field k with basis 
iv O,..~, u }, and let A be the quotient module of V by the submodule k(C vi). 
In many instances A is an irreducible G-module. A question raised by 
Harada in connection with Griese’ construction of the “‘monster” group, [ % ] 
is whether one can equip A with a commutative (nonassociative) algebra 
structure relative to which G is represented by the full group of 
automorphism of A (i.e., y(G) = Aut(A), where y is the corresponding 
representation). 
We let x O ,..., x respectively, be the cosets of uO ,..., L’, respectively, inA. 
Harada 131 characterized ali commutative bilinear multiplications in A 
relative to which G acts via automorphisms as 
x; = axi 
k-l 
XiXj = b(Xi + Xj) + 2] CfXjjf 9 i # j, 
/=I 
where a, b and c ,,..., ck-r are arbitrary fixed constants subject only to the 
condition a + (n - 1)b = C yici, ri E Z, and the xiii are defined as fobliows: 
let Gii be the subgroup of G leaving {i, j} stable, {dz,,,..., fiijk} the orbits of 
eij on a (chosen so that fin,, = (i, j} and 0 E fzijk) and set xiii = coEdtijl X,. 
When G is triply transitive, c’, has exactly 2 orbits on B so the above 
multiplication reduces to 
XT = ax, 
xixj = b(x, + Xi), i # j. 
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where a + (n - 1)b = 0. If b = 0 then the algebra structure is trivial so we 
assume b # 0. Replacing xi by -b-lx, one obtains the simplified 
multiplication table 
xf=(n- 1)x, 
xixj = -(xi + Xj), i # j. 
We specialize the above to the case G = S,, i . It is easy to see that the map 
VSn+l + End(A) defined by y(g)(x,) = xigml (where x0 = -C xi) is a 
monomorphism of S, + , into Aut(A). In [2] Harada showed that y is an 
isomorphism if char(k) = 0 or char(k) > it + 1. 
We shall extend these results to the case char(k)t(n + I), and additionally 
show that A is not power associative except when k = F,, in which case A 
consists of idempotents and hence satisfies the Jordan identity. 
In all of these cases Der A, the derivation algebra of A, is (0). 
The case char(k) / (n + 1) is more interesting and we will obtain the 
following: 
THEOREM. Let ‘u be the commutative algebra over k with basis 
IX 1>***, x }, where xf = (n - 1)x, and xixj = - (xi + xj) for i # j. Assume 
that char(k) 1 (n + 1). Then Aut ?I z (k”-l, +) j X G&-,(k) with the usual 
action of G&-,(k) on (k”-l, +). 
It follows that y is an isomorphism only when n = 2, p = 3. Additionally, 
‘u is a special Jordan algebra without identity having a unique maximal ideal 
which is of codimension one and square zero. This ideal affords a faithful 
representation f S,, i of degree n - 1 which is irreducible [3,4]. Der A is 
(n - l)n-dimensional nd curiously, is a right ideal in the associative algebra 
End 2I. 
NOTATION 
k is a field of arbitrary characteristic p. We will often suppress k as a 
subscript in End,, Horn, etc. Let ‘u be the commutative algebra over the 
field k having basis {x1,..., x,} where the product is given by 
X: = (n - 1)Xi 
XiXj = -(Xi + xj), for i # j, 
(1) 
Define CJ E Hom(%, k) by setting c(xi) = 1 for all i. Multiplication in ‘u is 
given by 
xy = (n + 1)x * y - a(y)x - a(x)v (2) 
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where if x = C Lixi and y = C pixi, then x . y = C ;iipixi. In particular if 
A s {I,..., rz}=Nwe set 
! if A=@ x, = ; xa otherwise (3) (IEA 
and note that 
xAxB=(n+ l)xAnB-jBlxA-lAjxR. (41 
If A # @, B # 0, and A # B then it is clear that (xA, xB) is linearly 
independent. Finally set x, = -x, and note that x,” = (n - I)x,, x,,xi = 
-(x0 + xi) for 0 < i. 
I. THE GOOD PRIME CASE 
1.1. 
We assume throughout this section that n + 1 # 0 in k. 
The first steps in the determination of Aut % is to classify elements x 
which satisfy 
x # 0, x2=(n- 1)x (9 
and then to classify pairs of elements x, y which satisfy 
LEMMA 1. (a) If n - 1 = 0 then x satisfies (*> 
e xx = Ax, where A. E k and iA / = 1 in k 
(b) If n - 1 # 0 then x satisfies (*) 
ax=llAxA where n + 1 - 2 IA / # 0 in k 
and 
IL, = 
n-1 
MSI--2/Al. 
Proof: Let 0 # x = C Aixi. The condition x2 = (n - 1)x is e~~~vale~t o 
(n + 1) II' - 20(x) Ai = (n - l)& for i = I,..., n. If Ai + 0 we obtain 
481/91/l-18 
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(n + 1) & - 20(x) = r~ - 1 which implies that all the non-zero J’s, are equal 
and we let 1 be this common value. Thus x = llx, and the last equation 
reduces to (n+ 1)1-2IA)A=(n-- 1). 
(a) II - 1 = 0 clearly forces n + 1 - 2 JA ) = 0 and n + 1 = 2 z 0, so 
IA I= 1 and A is arbitrary as claimed. 
(b) n-1~0 clearly forces n+ l-21AlfO and A= 
(n - l>/(n + 1 - 2 IA I) as claimed. The converses to these are trivial to 
verify using (4). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. (a) rf R- 1=0 then x,y satisfy (**)e {x, y} has one of 
the following forms: 
6) I& 3 -Ax,} where IAl= 1 in k, LEk, 
(ii) {x,,x,}whereIAI=l=(B~inkandAfTB=IZI, 
(iii) {-xA,xBJ where lA(= 1 =(B( andB~A 
(b) if n - 1 # 0 then x, y E ‘u satisfy (* *) e {x, y) has one of the 
following forms 
(i) {xA,xB} whereJAJ=l=lBlinkandAnB=QI, 
(ii) {-xA,xg} where JAj=n ink, IBJ= 1 in kandBEA. 
Prooj (a) Note that x2 = 0 = y* so that if {x, y} is dependent, 
0 =xy = -x- y and y= -x. In this case x=Ax, where IAl = 1 in k 
(Lemma 1) and y = -x so (i) holds. Assume that {x, y} is independent. By 
Lemma 1, x = lx,., , y = px, where /A ( = 1 = (B ( in k and we compute 
4xA - px, = /zp(2x, nB - x, - XB). (5) 
Clearly A #B so without loss of generality we may suppose that a E A, 
a @B. Equating the coefficients ofx, in (5) leads to -A= -4p so p = 1. 
Now (5) reads 
-kA -xe=q2x,,,-xx, -x&J 
or 
(a - 1)x, = 2;1XA,,. (6) 
We conclude that either A f~ B = 0 and A = 1 (so that (ii) holds) or that 
B = A n B so that B G A and h = -1 (so that (iii) holds). Conversely any 
pair of elements of the form (i), (ii) or (iii) will satisfy (* *). 
(b) Lemma 1 shows that x = A,x, , y = d,x, for some A, B c N, 
where n+ l--2(Al#O and n+l--2IBJ#O. Observe that x=y implies 
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that 0 = xy + x + y = (n + 1)x which is impossible. Thus A #B and we may 
suppose that a E A, a C$ B. xy = -(x + y) reduces to 
-1,x,-/Z,x,=~,~~((n+l)x,,,-~a~x,-jA/x,) U) 
and equating coefficients of x, we see that -/2, = -4, /2, lB I9 so 1 = I,,/ 
and as a consequence, n + l-2 IBl= (n - 1) IBl. It follows that IBi = 1, so 
LB = I as well. Equation (7) now reduces to 
-x,= (n + l)~,x,,,-A, /Aix, 
This implies that either A n B = 0 and 1, IA 1 = 1 (which, as above, shows 
that;l,=l=IA!so(i)holds)orB=A~BB~and/2,lA/-I=(n+1)/1,. 
In the latter case we have (n + 1 - /A /)(n - 1) = -(n + 1 - 2 lrf / or 
n(n + 1) = (n + 1) ]A / so (A) = II and 1, = -1 and (ii) holds. Again the 
converse is a straightforward computation. E.D. 
We now have 
THEOREM 1. Let 2l be the n-dimensional commutative algebra over k 
defined by the following conditions on a basis {x1 ,..., x }: 
x; = (n - 1)x, 
xixj = -(xi + Xj) for i I$ j. 
rfchar(k)l((n + 1) then Aut 2I z Sn+l. 
ProoJ Note that we are allowing char(k) = 0 so this proof contains 
arada’s. We already have introduced the monomorphism y: S,, i 4 Aut 1$ 
defined by y( g)(x,) = xigml. T o see that y is surjective it will suffice to s 
that every automorphism permutes {x,, x, )..., xn} where X, = --xi> 1 xi. 
Let 9 E Aut ‘u and set yi = p(xJ, i > 0. Clearly { yi,~.~, y,} is linearly 
independent and yi = (n - 1) y,, yi ,v~ = -(yi + Yj) for i f j. 
yi = cixAiY where si = k 1. We claim that either sl = 1 and Ai is a singleton 
for all i, or there is a unique index, say j, where &j = -I and Aj = N whiie 
ei = 1 and Ai is a singleton for i # j. This will su ces for in the former case 
yi=xic for ifo, i’fo so q=y,, where og = Q and i’g = i, while in the 
latter case yj = x0 and yi = xi,, where i’ E N\(t), t EN fixed, and CJJ = yg, 
where i’g = i for i’ # 2 og = j and tg = o. To establish the claim we 
distinguish the cases n - 1 = 0 and (n - 1) f 0. 
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Case 1. II - 1 = 0. Here the possibilities for yi are described by (a)(ii) 
and (iii) in Lemma 2. We see that either A i n Aj = 0 for i # j, in which case 
Ai is a singleton and si = 1 for all i or, for a unique j, Ai E Aj for i #j, 
sj=-l#l,si=l and~Ai\=l=~Ai~foralli,whiieAinA,=Ofori,Z#j, 
i # 1. Since { yr ,..., y } s C {k~, 1 s E Ul,, A,}, it follows that A,= lJr>,A, 
contains at least n elements, so Aj = N. Similatly we see that U r+j,o A, has at 
least n - 1 elements. But IlJ12j,oAII =CI+j,o ]A,1 = II - 1 = 0 in k, so 
Ur+j,oAI is proper in A,(IA,I = 1 in k) forcing each Ai, i#j, to be a 
singleton. 
Case 2. n - 1 # 0. Using Lemma 2 we see that either IAil = 1 = si and 
A i n Aj = 0 for i # j, again forcing each A i to be a singleton or, for a unique 
j, lAjl=n, sj=-1, Aj?Ai for i#j, while Ei=lAil=l for i#j and 
AinA,=0fori#Zandi,Z#j.ItisclearthatjUi,,,~Aj~~~nlinZ. 
If this cardinality is exactly n- 1, then each Ai is a singleton; if not then 
I Ui+o,jAil = II in Z so for some i, IAil = 2 in Z. Yet (Ail = 1 in k which is 
impossible. Thus each Ai is a singleton. Since UI, I A, = A, has at least ~1 
elements, Aj = N. Q.E.D. 
1.2. 
We turn now to a study of the algebra B itself. We first note that 
Der U = (0). Indeed if d E Der 3, dxi = C djxj then xf = (n - 1)X; implies 
2x, d(x,) = (n - 1) d(xi) 
2[(n + 1) dixi - d(xi) - U(d(xi))xi] = (n - 1) d(Xi) 
2[(n + 1) dixi - a(d(xi))xi] = (n $ 1) d(xi). 
Thus d(xi) is a multiple of xi, say d(x,) = Lixi. Now 
xixj = -(xi + Xi) for i#j 
yields 
(Ai + nj) Xixj = -(aixi + ;Ijxj) 
or 
-(3Li + 3Lj)(Xi + Xj) = -(aiXi + ajXj) 
forcing Ai + dj = di for all i, j # i, so lj = 0. 
An ideal of a nonassociative algebra 21 is a subspace 1~ 2l with the 
property that x1,1x E I for any x E 2I. The algebra ‘u under consideration in 
this paper is simple in the sense that ?I has no ideals other than (0) and 2I. 
To see this let I be a nonzero ideal of 2I, 0 # x E I. If x = C 1,x, with ;lj # 0, 
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then both x . ,yj = (n + 1) ijxj - .r - a(~) .Y~ and .Y lie in i so 
I (n + 1) ELj - u Y x is also in I. If (n + 1) i.,i - u(x) # 0 for some .j then X: (,) 1 j 
lies in 1. But xixj = .-.x~ -xi and x; are then in i so xi E I for i-F .j and 
I = ?I. Otherwise (n + 1) i, -. a(.~) = 0 for all I? so by adding these equations 
we see that a(x) = 0. Since ((n $ I) A, - ff(X))Xj = (n + ! ,I /i,xi E I. 
(n + 1) ij + 0 implies xj E I and as above, we see that I = ‘21. 
Recall that powers in a nonassociative algebra YI are dei’ined inducti\,c!y 
by setting 
.I.- _ 
and 
.Y n-1 = xpx. 
% is said to be power associative if xi.yj = .Y’ “? ‘? x E ‘91, i, j > 1. Clearly 91 is 
power associative if and only if for all I, k(.ul = li,; ku’ is a subalgebra 
which is associative. The major result on the structure of ‘u is the following: 
‘hEOI1E.M 2. VI is not po~~w associatiuz excepr whm k =: 2 in which 
(use 71 is a Jordan algebra. 
Pro?/: Consider the case where k = -?. Then n I 1 f 0 implies 
n -I 1 =: I. Now every element of II has the form .x,~ and .Y: = s, .- 2 ,A I -Y,; == 
-yI, from which the Jordan identity follows trivially. We rhcrefore assume 
that k i- : ?. and distinguish several cases. 
Case 1. p # 2. n > 3. Since pk(n 4 1) we see that pk2(n t 1). Let x’= 
x, A- x2 -- x3. Then M*’ = (n - 1))~ + 2(n + 1)x,. Since 2(n + I)# 0, X, is a 
linear combination of IV and )b,*. and we compute NX~ = -21~. .- [n + 5 jx?. 1: 
fo!lows that MJ” E ‘/IV + 5.x, for all n. so the subspace kjn’\ is 2-.dimensionai 
with iv. x1} as basis where c’ = X, c .Y~. If 91 were power associative then 
klw] would be on associative algebra. However we compute 
Xj(Xj v) = 1: + (4 - 2n)x, 
whereas 
x:v=(l -n)v+2(1 -n)x3. 
If these expressions were equal. we would conclude that 1 - n = 1, so n = 0 
and 4 - 2n - 2 -- 2n so 2 = 0. This was ruled out since p # 2. 
Case2. pf2, n=2. Since pC(n+ l), pf3 so either p=O or pa-i. 
Choose A E k, i. it 0. I,2 and let z = kc, + x2. We compute 
Z2 = 3(i.‘x, -t x2) - 2(i, + l)(i..x, -+- x1) 
=c (A’ - 2i) x, + (1 .- 2/l)sz 
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SO 
z2z2 = 3 ((a’ - 2/9*x, + (1 - 2/2)2x,] 
-2[j12-4;1+1][(A2-2~)x,+(1-2~)x2] 
= [a* - 2A][F + 2a - 21 x1 + [l - 2,+2/I* + 2?L + 11x, 
z*z = 3[(P - 2A)Ax, + (1 - 2A)x,] 
- (a* - 4A + l)@x, +x2) - (It + l)[(P - 2/I) x1 + (1 - 22)x,] 
= [3(/P - 2) /I - (a’ - 4/2+ 1) /I - (/I + I)@” - 2A)]x, 
+ [3(1 - 2n> - (A” -4/I + 1) - (/I + l)(l - 21z)Jxz 
= [a3-a2+alxI+ [a*-a+ i]~, 
=(a2-a+ 1)~ 
and 
z4=z3z1=(a*-a+ 1) z* = (a* -a + i)((a* - 2a) X, + (1 - 2a) x,). 
Now z4 = z2z2 would imply that 
[a*-2a][a*+2a-2]= [a2-up-a+ i] 
or 
[a* - 2a] [3a - 31 = 0, 
contradicting our choice of A. 
Case3. p=2, k#F,. We note that p);(n+l) so n&2 and n+ 120 
implies n+l=l, son--l=1 also. ChooseA#O,l and set z=Ax,+x, 
and compute 
z* = a*x, +x2 
22z*=a5 +X I 2 
z3 = z*z = (a3x, +x2) + (a + 1)(a2x, +x2) + (a* + i)(axl +x2) 
= (a3 + a2 + a) x, + (a’ + a + 1) X, 
=(az+a+ ijz 
so 
z4 = z3z = (a2 + a + i)(act, + x2). 
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only if 
i4 =,i2(i2 t/l t 1) and 3.2 i j. + ] zz i 
SO 
forcing J. = 0. 1. contrary to our choice of i.. 
11. Tim DHIEH PRIM CASES 
2.1. 
We assume throughout this section that n + 1 = 0 in k. The multiplication 
in ‘3 is greatly simplified and (2) becomes 
.KJ = -u(y)x - u(x) j’. (9? 
TIIEOREM 3. if p ( (n f 1) then ‘8 is u special Jordan ulgehra wirh pi 
utliyue maximal ideal .%I of codimension 1. Moreocer M’ = (0). 
Pro& Define a new composition * on ‘ZI by setting x*J’ = -a(x)J*. ” is 
trivially associative and the corresponding Jordan product is x”J’ i- .s"'x = 
-a(x) y - a(.u)y = xy. For the second assertion ote that M = ker(a) is an 
ideal of codimension 1 with M’ = (0). Let 0 Z 1 be any ideal of ‘ti. if 
a(l) = (0) we are done. Othcrwisc choose ?: E I with t$;:) = I. Then for any 
s E M ,VF = - .K E 1 so 1’2 M. This implies that I = 2L Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. (A) Let 9 E GI(‘U). Then 9 E Aut ‘u u u 3 9 = 0. 
(R) Lde/ 9 E End 3. Then q~ E Der ‘u e 0 :’ 9 = 0. 
Proo$ (A) -9(x;) - 9(Xj) = 9(X,X,) = --0(9(Xj)) 9(X() - G(9[X;)) 9(X,) 
so a(9(xj)) = 1 for all j since 9(xi) and 9(xj) are linearly independent for 
i f j. Conversely. if (3 0 9 = u, the above equation shows that 
9(xi.xj) = &xi) 9(xj) if i # j. Finally 
(Lqxf) = --29(xi) = ---2u(9(xi) I = (9(Xi))‘. 
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(B) For 9 E Der 2l we have 
-U(Y) 9(x) - 4x) 90(Y) = 9(XY> 
= 9(x> Y + X9(Y) 
= -U(Y) 9(x) - 49(x)> Y - 49(Y) x - u(x) 9(Y) 
SO 
o(co(x)) Y + o(cp(y))x = 0 for any x and y. 
If x and y are independent we see that u((p(x)) = 0. For any x # 0 we can 
lind a y independent of x, so u 0 9 = 0 as desired. Conversely, if u 0 9 = 0, 
then the previous computation shows that 9 E Der 2l. Q.E.D. 
The coordinatized version of this result will be quite useful. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (&) E M,(k) and define 9 E End V by setting 
(Dxi = 2 AjiXj. 
(A) 9 E Aut 2I o (iii) is nonsingular and zjAji = 1, i = l,..., n. 
(B) 9 E Der ?I o xi ,Iji = 0, i = I,..., n. 
COROLLARY 2. Der 2l is a right ideal in the associative algebra End ?I. 
Proof. Let YE Der ZI and 9 E End ‘3 with 9(xi) = xjIljixj. Then 
(7(Y$?(Xi))= U (x Lj:ji Y'[Xj)) = x ;*jjU(lYxj)= O for i = l,..., n. 
2.2. 
The remainder of this section is heavily computational, and we will use the 
basis ix1 ,..., x } to coordinatize the results. Our first ask is to determine 
when a matrix (2,) E M;(k) satisfying xj,?ji = 1 for i = l,..., n is 
nonsingular. The stated conditions indicate that the last row is completely 
determined from the proceeding n - 1 rows. For TE M,- ,(k) and t’ E k*- ’ 
we let (T: 1;] be the n x n matrix having (T: v) as the upper (n - 1) X n 
block with the last row filled in so as to make each column sum equal to 1. 
Thus every n x n matrix whose column sum is always 1 has the shape 
[T: u). 
LEMMA 3. [T : c 1 is a nonsingular n x n malt-ix o (T, - c,..., T , , - v) 
is a nonsingular (n - 1) X (n - 1) mart-ix. 
Proof. T, ,..., T , . , are the columns of T and (T, - c,..., T . , - C] is the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix whose columns are T, - v ,..., T - , - u. We first 
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compute the action of [T : u] on a column vector in k”. Writing a column 
vector as [ ,” ] where w E k”- ’ and a E k, we compute 
[T:v] [z I= 
Tw + au 
G(W) + a - (a!.+ + au) 
where O(U) = C ui, u = (u, ,..., u -r )‘E k”-‘. Now to the proof. If [T: v] is 
nonsingular, then o = C wi(Ti - U) = C t-vi T, - (c WJV = TW - (c M/i)v = 
TV - a(w)u implies 
forcing w = 0, so [T, - v ,..., T,_ 1 - v] is nonsingular. Conversely suppose 
SO 
Tw+av=O 
Tw + av 
and G(W) + a = 0. 
Then 0 = C wi Ti - (C wi)v = C w,(T, - v) forcing wi = 0 for all i, so w = 
(and --a = a(w) = 0). This shows that [T : U] is 1 - 1. Q.E.D. 
In light of the preceding result, for each v E kflPi, we let [v] be the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix all of whose columns are U. Then [T : v] is 
nonsingular if and only if T - [v] is nonsingular. 
LEMMA 4. Cl,_,(k) embeds in Aut 2L 
Prooj The coordinate version of this re.%llt states that 
TE G&-,(k)+ [T: 0] is a monomorphism. Note that the image is correct 
since [T : 0) is nonsingular by the preceeding and has every column sum 
equal to 1. We need to show that the correspondence is multiplicative since it 
is clearly injective. Since 
[?-:v][s:w]= [TS+v[l--OS,,..., I-GS,_,]:Tw+(~ -G(w))v](llf 
we see that 
[T: O][S : 0] = [TS : 0] 
as desired. We let H be the image of Gl,-,(k) in Aut ‘u. 
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THEOREM 5. The lattice of Aut ‘?I-submodules is ‘?I 2 M 2 (0). 
M = ker(a) is irreducible and ‘u/M is trivial. 
Proof. We consider k as a trivial Aut %-module, so Theorem 4(A) shows 
that (T is an Aut ‘u morphism, so M = ker(a) is a submodule. For 
T E GI, _ ,(k) and m = [ -“,v ]E M, we compute 
LT:Ol [ -;,I = [ -(&,]* 
Since k”-’ is s,-,(k) irreducible, it follows that M is Aut 2l irreducible. 
Now the coset [y] is a basis for VI/M and 
~T:vl~=[l-k(v,l =[Y]+[-r$lJ =11”1 
shows that %/M is trivial. Finally let (0) #N be an Aut VI-submodule of ‘8. 
IfN~M,thenN=M.OtherwiseNf7M=OsodimN=1.If [,W]isabasis 
for N then 
[T:v] [:I=[ Tw+av 
ow+a-o(Tw+v) 
1 
is a multiple of [a”]. Taking T E GE,-,(k), v = 0 shows that w E k”-’ is a 
common eigen vector for Gl, _ ,(k) so w = 0, and we may assume that a = 1. 
But [I + [v] : v] E Aut B for any z, C? k”-’ (apply Lemma 3) and choosing 
this as [T : U] we see that 
is a multiple of [y]. This contradiction show that N n M = (0) is impossible. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6. The kernel K of the representation of Aut ?I on M is 
{[I + [v] : v] 1 v E k’-l} and is isomorphic to (k”-‘, +). 
Proof. Suppose [T : v] acts trivially on M. Then 
[T: v] [-awe = [-rwJ for all wE k”-’ 
Thus 
Tw - a(w)v = w for all w E k”-‘. 
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Specializing w = E, ,..., E - i, the columns of I = H,_, we obtain 
SO 
Thus 
T,-v=Ei 
T,=E,+v for i = I,..., 1’2 - 1. 
T=z+ [v] 
as ciaimed. Reversing this computation shows that { [I+ [u] = v] 1 v E F-r 1 
is precisely the kernel. The map 
v+ [I$ [v] :v] 
is clearly a bijection and we need only show that it is a morphism. 
[I+ [VI : v][Z+ [WI : w] 
= !V+ [vl)(Z+ [WI> 
+ v . [-u(w),..., -a(w)] : (Z + [v]>(w) + (1 - u(w))v] 
= [Z + [v + w] + [Y][W] - a(w)[v,..., v] : w + a(w)v + (1 -a(w>lj] 
=[Z+(v+w]:w+v]. 
COROLLARY. VP/@+ 1) then Snil has a faithful modular represen- 
tation of degree n - 1 except when rt = 2. 
ProoJ: The restriction is always necessary since S, never embeds in 
Gl,(k) = k”. We will show that S,, I acts faithfully on M. 
For ef gE S,,; 4 Aut ‘21, the matrix (/lij> for g with respect to the 
basis {x1 )..., x } has columns {e, ,..., e } or {e,,..,, e”!,..., e, -2 ej), ej thejt 
column of the n X y1 identity matrix. If g acts trivially on then 
(A,) = [I + [v] : v] 
for suitable v E k”- l. The only possible columns of 1 + [v j are 
E En-,, 1 ,a’., 0 or -C Ei, each occurring at most once, where Ei is the j 
column of the (n - 1,) x (n - 1) identity matrix. 
If 0 occurs, then Ej+v=O for somej so v=-Sj~ For i#j E,+v= 
Ei - Ej which is impossible. If E, occurs, then Ej + zi = Ei so v = E, - Ej, 
for j f i. Then E, + v = 2E, - Ej which is impossible. Finally if -c Ei 
occurs, then Ej+v=-xEi so v=-XI?-Ej. Then for hfj, E,+v= 
- Ci+h Ei - Ej has at least two non-zero entries as does the j column, which 
is impossible. References [3,4] shows that M is irreducible. .E.D. 
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THEOREM 7. Let ‘3 be the commutative algebra with basis {x1,..., x,} 
defined by (1) over a field k of characteristic p. If p ( (n + 1) then Aut ‘u z 
(k”-*, +) x Gf,-,(k) with the usuaZ action of GE,-,(k) on (kn-‘, +). 
Proof. Recall that H = { [T : 0] / T E GZ,_ ,(k)} is a subgroup of Am ‘u 
which is isomorphic to GZ,_,(k), while K = {[I + [v] : v] 1 v C kn-‘} is a 
normal subgroup of Aut ‘u isomorphic to (k”-l, +). Clearly Hn K = 
{[Z : O]} = (e). For [T : v] E Aut ‘u we know that S = T - [v] is nonsingular 
and we choose w E k”-’ with SW = v 
[S:O][I+ [w]: w]= [S(1+ [w]):Sw+(l-o(w)01 
= [S $ [v] : v] = [T: v] 
so Aut 2I = HK. Thus Aut ‘?I = H X K and we need only see that the action 
is as described. This follows from the following computations for 
SE G&-,(k), w E k”-‘: 
[W]S= w- [US, )...) US,-,] 
so 
[I + [SW] : SW] [S : O] = [S + [SW] s + SW * [ 1 - as, )...) 1 - OS,] : SW] 
= [S + SW * [Cal,..., US,] 
+ SW]1 - crsr,..., 1 -OS,] : SW] 
= [S + Sw[ l,..., l]: SW] 
= [S + [SW] : SW] 
while 
Thus 
so 
[S : O] [I + [w] :w] = [S + [SW] :SW] 
[s:o][I+[w]:w][s:o]-‘=[I+[sw]:sw]. Q.E.D. 
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